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Lenticular System: Full-
Color, Limited-Angle,
Autostereoscopic Alterna-
tive to Holography1
Frans W Zonnei’ekl, P/D #{149}Attie G. M. Huitema, RT #{149}A ndreu’ H.

Joel #{149}Al. A rancha Fern#{225}ndez, MD #{149} Paul F. G. M. i’an Waes, MD,

PhD #{149}Bart tei’ Haar Romen)’, PhD

A S(lfll/)l0! k’�ltitl1l(I?

i�?zage appears oiz The nuicrolenticular system is a method of hard copy imaging that provides ste-

p(l�C’ 400.4. reoscopic cues without the use of special glasses or viewing devices. There-

fore, it is called an atitostereoscopic technique. The tmcrolenticular systenu

consists of a layer of cylindric lenses combined with a photographic emulsion

that carries three to seven different two-dimensional views of the same three-

dimensional (31)) scene, Since each of the observer’s eyes sees a different

view, the resulting inuage is perceived as being 3D. The nuicrolenticuhar systenu

teclunique can he traced hack to I 908 hut was recently revived because of in-
ventions that allow automatic photographic printing of this type of huard Copy.

The techunique has been applied to visualization of nuedical 31) images oht��ined

with the following nuodahities: conuputed tonuographiy (CT), magnetic reso-

mtnce inuaging, single photon enuission CT, ultrasound, scanning electron nil-

croscopy, laser scanning, and confocal laser microscopy. Use of this technique

results in inuages suitable for planning complex surgery and for siniplif�’ing thue

conunuunication of coniplex geonuetries in science and education.

. INTRODUCTION

The first stereoscope was tiescnihied Ii)’ Sir (iu�tnlcs Wiucatstoumc iii a lecture to time Ro)’al

Society of Louutlouu on June 2 1 , 1 838 ( 1 ). Tue concept was refined by Sir I)avid Brew-

ster, who hiresetuteth the first stereoscope to uuuakc use of rcfractiouu (2) to the Scottish

Ro’�-al Societ’,- OIi Marchu 24, 1849. By 1860, his hauudhueld vensioui had evolved iuuto time

hiohitilar Holumues stereoscope. Iii March 1896-shortly after R#{246}ntgeiu’s discovery of x
na)’s iii i895-Eiiiiu Tiuonmson stiggested that stereoscopy lie applied to radiographu)-

(3). The Hohumucs stereoscope was later exteuusivci)- used for viewiuug �ihotographus of na-

diogra�iims (4,5) (Fig I).

Au intercstiuug aspect of earl)’ stereoscopic rathiographu)’ is that it was tisctl directly in

Patieuit treatnuent, namely, to iireeisel’ localize foreign bodies before reuumom’al (6). Liter
( 1 943- 1 970), stereoscopic radiognaphus were also tused for diagnostic ptunposes, espe-

ciall’, ill cases of coumiplex cuutities such as orbital fracttire (7,8), by moviuug time x-na)

Abbreviations: ti ) = thrcc-diiucn�ional. ti) = t�vo-dino-n�ionaI

Index terms: lmagc�-.. di,..pla� . liii;igi-�.. �r�c(ssi�g . s1crt��(opit &iispla�

Radio(raphics 1996; i6:393-iO)

I i-r)fli tfic i)c.-partno.-nt of Radiolog� i() I .33 1 ( i:.v�.z. . ‘si...�. I:. . 1’.i�.( � ‘si .� .�. ) IIi(1 ti) 0 onipoler ‘sision i.ahoralor\

( R.t .1 1 .R. ). iniaging 0 ;1-it-r I tft-cifl. I trechu t niv-r�itv I iospitai. iieak-llx-rgiaan I 1)0. Ni.-�tS8i 0 :x i tn-cht. itie Nether-

Iati(is: l�hiiif)s ‘sit-dical Svstc-n�s. IititiiO)Vefl. ihe Netheriatids (t�.(i.M.ii. ): and iniage iechnologv internauu)nai. Norcro�o.

(a ( A. I I .1. )- Presented o. a scientific (‘xhii)it at tiit- i 99-i RSN.-� scientific a�serni)iv. Received March 2. I 99�: 1CViSiOti re

(i01(�t((i April 2. �itxi ni.-ceived July i 2: accepted Augw.t 3 1 . Supported in part by Piiiiip�- Medical Sv�.t...’m�- and irnag.’

iecfinoIog� ititerflLtiOfl�ti. Address reprint requests to I ‘s’s /..

/:(Iit()?S ?lOtt’ -liii lenticolar prit� for ligoirt. 6 ��-c’re SOIi)i)Iit’d to hit’ journal t)v iniage iechnokgv international.
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Figure 1. Pimotognapim shows �t Hoinmes stereoscope

with �tumgiographmic stereo) inmages of ead�tveric speci-

ummeumstim�tt were iumjectcd with coumtrast nmedium (4).

ttihe ahotit 6 enu between two expostires at �t

distauuce of aliout 75 enm fnonu tue patient (8). A

cniticisium of stereographic radiography was that

the tratusparenc) iuuhuercuut in n�tdiographs signifi-

caumth- nedticcd the stereoscopic effect from a

vistial perception point of view (9). The best re-

suits were o)hCtiuued with huighly contrasting

strtictures stuchu as the vessels iii cerebral angi-

ographuy ( 10). Wiien tonuographic imaging was

Perfected in flue fonnu of computed tonuography
(( T), stereoscopic radiography retreated into

obscurity.

For reasoius of clarity, we will refer to the

two-diuuieuusioiual (21)) views of a three-dimen-

sioii�tl (31)) scene that constitute a stereogranu

auud timat are nleauut to he viewed by separate

e)’es �t5 “ 21) aspects.”

Altimougim uiuany differetut techniques hi-ave

heeuu developed for the geuueratiouu of binocular

stereoscopic hi-and copies (1 1), nuost parallel

teehuuuiqucs tise vistiai fusion of separate 2D as-

hiects (time Brewster technique), except for the
auuagiyphu or eolon-eodiuug technique (red and

gneeuu 21) aspects arc stipenimposed and are oh-

served by usiumg glasses with a green -and a red

“lens”) and the Polaroid Vectognaph” or polar-

izatioum-encoding technique (in which special

Polaroid glasses are used) (8). The sequential

techuuuiques iii whiehu nuechuanical or electronic

Figure 2. Diagram shows the basic shape of the len-

ticular system ineltuding a photographic emulsion.

shutters arc used are obviously not suitable for

hard copies. The need to use a viewing device,

such as a stereoscope or a pair of special

glasses, was also considered to be disadvanta-

geous. Therefore, early in this century, auto-

stereoscopic methods were explored to elimi-

nate time need for these special devices.

The solution to the problem of autosterco-

scopic viewing was based on the fact that each

eye has its own position (ie, the viewing direc-

tion is slightly different for each eye when one

looks at the same point in a 3D scene). Thus,

the probiem was reduced to the question of

whether it was possible to view different 2D as-

pects of a 3D scene when one looks from differ-

ent directions. An affirmative answer was pro-

vided by making use of refraction in the form of

a lenticulan screen or lenticular system, which

was patented by Walter Hess in i91 2 (1 2). Dii-

ferent techniques such as “ parallax stereogra-

phy” and “ parallax panoramagraphy” were de-

veloped by using other recording methods

(13,14). These techniques were the forerunners

of the lenticular systenu in its current form,

which consists of a transparent sheet with nan-

row, vertical, cylindric lenses on one side (len-

ticular sheet) and �t photographic emulsion on

the other side (Figs 2-4). During the recording

phase, the lenticules themselves are used to fo-

cus the light onto the emulsion.

The lenticular system is a derivative of “inte-

gral photography,” which was invented by M.

G. Lippmann in 1908 (15). Integral photogra-

phy permits recording of the spatial iniorma-
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Figure 3. Diagranm shows a horizontal
cross section through time eyes of an oh-

server perpendicular to tue lentietular

screen. Superimposition of the inmaged

object (a patient’s sktill) shows how the

correct illusion of depth is created as

points in the foregrotind (I-) and hack-

ground (B) are projected onto different

places on time lenticular screen dcpcumd-

ing on their position in space. C = center,

L = left eve 21) aspect. R = right e)-e 21)

aspect.

Figure 4. I)i�tgranm shows time optic geonmctr’s- of �t

single lenticuic. Time three light heanms. shiowum in

timree thifferent co)lors, represent time light timat is

enmitted froumm time sanme poiumt on three different 21)

inmages aimd in three differeumt directioims. This di�i-

granm tlcnmonstr�ttes time hmniimeilihc of thincetioum de-

PeIith�Li)ihit of the ‘sisuahiz�Ltio)im of �t shiceific 21) view
and -also) Siio)ws hmo)w nmultipic 21) views cain be conm-

hined iumto a single inmage iaer.

tion of a 31) scene on a flat photographic shuect

in such �t W’�L)’ thu�tt it can he viewed stereoscopi-

call)’ without use of speei�tl aids such as a ste-

reoseope. This was h-asic-all)’ a forgotten tech-

nique that, in its original form, neenuenged in

the 1960s. The priuuciple involves a sheet with a

large nunuher of liii)’, convex lenses (fly’ s-e)’c
lens sheet) in tue focal plane of which as nuany

tiny piettures arc recorded as there are lenses

(eg, 20,000). After time filnu is developed and

printed one-to-one iii positive and placed again

in the focal plane of time fly’s-e)’c lens sheet, it

can he viewed. I)epcuuding on the vantage point
of time observer, a different corresponding 21)

aspect is seen because eacim lens shows only

one hiomt of its tin)’ limettire, time one tim-at corre-

sponds to the observer’s position. After 1928,

attenupts were ni�tdc to simphif�’ the fly’s-e)’e

lens sheet by ahaumdoumiumg time parallax in the

vertical direction to create a svsteni thu-at is

much smnupler to nuatmufaetture. The invention of

the restulting lenticular screen cannot he ac-

credited to a siuugle inveuutor, htit F. E. Ives and

his 50fl H. E. Ives were inuportant contribtutors

(16).
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In the 1950s, earl)’ lenticular images became
popular and were used in Hollywood for pro-

motional purposes in the form of large, trans-

parent autostereograms of movie stars (17).

Even time moon was visualized with the lenticu-

lan system (18).

Originally, a multiple-canuera setup recorded

the 2D aspects of the 3D scene, but eventually

a multilens camera was developed by Allen K.

W. Lo (19,20). This type of photographic setup

produces as many negatives as there are lenses,

thus creating 2D aspects of the 3D scene at dii-

ferent viewing positions. Eaclu of these nega-
tives is subsequently used to project an image

onto an tinexposed lenticular system in a direc-

tion that corresponds to the direction in which

that particular negative was created. This pro-

cedure is then repeated for the other negatives

in their respective directions. Finally, the emul-

sion of the henticular system is developed. In

1987, Lo discovered that the number of these

lenses does not need to be even; he subse-
qtuenthy developed a cost-effective three-lens

camera that is even better than a camera with

four lenses (2 1 ). In the kite 1970s, Lo also de-

veloped a contintuous recording technique in

which a moving slit aperture is used (22), thus

�ivoiding tuse of the negative -as an intermediate

image carrier.

Other methods of �ttutostereoscopy are the

parallax barrier technique (23) �tnd huolography

(14). In this �trticle, we discuss 31) photogra-

ph)’, physical principles of the lenticular sys-

tern, and medical applications of the lenticular

system and compare the lenticular system with

holography.

U THREE-DIMENSIONAL PHOTOGRA-

PIW AND LENTICULAR SCREENS

Okoshi ( 1 4) gives a good overview of -all the

techniques that have been explored for photo-

graphic recording of lenticular screen 3D pho-

tographic pictures. Koseki et al (24) have classi-

fled them into 10 different categories. All of the

systems make use of one (moving camera) or

multiple (nutiltiiens eanuer�i) objective lenses.

The image recording is done Ofl the lenticuiar
screen directly or, most comnuonhy, on nega-

tives. In practice, time number of possibilities is

limited because so-called keystone distortion

(ie, a rectangle in the image scene becomes

trapezoidal wiuen the plane of tue objective

lens is no longer parallel to the plane of the

rectangle) must be avoided. Keystone-free im-
ages are obtained when the orientation of the

plane of the objective lens remains unaltered

during the recording of the 2D aspects. During

the photographic printing process, the plane of
the negative must also remain parallel to the

plane of the lenticular screen and to that of the

objective lens of the printer while the magnifi-

cation factor is kept constant.

The angular shift between the two 2D as-

pects that the two different eyes perceive is 3#{176}-

5#{176}(larger angles exaggerate the stereoscopic ef-

feet), but the angular increment between adja-
cent 2D views is tistially smaller (eg, 0.5#{176}-2#{176}).

This is because a lenticular system, with the re-

quirement that time two adjacent 2D aspects be
perceived by the two eyes, is too critic-al in

terms of viewing distance. The number of sepa-

rate 2D aspects recorded on the henticular
screen is determined by the number of lenses
on the 3D camera. If the 2D views arc corn-

puter generated, the number of 2D -aspects is
arbitrary. In practice, however, the transparent

screens-with a icnticule width of 0. 1 6 mm-

record seven 2D aspects, whereas the op�iquc

screens-with a lenticule width of 0. i ninu-

record five 2D aspects. Moving slit cameras

record only on henticuiar screens directiy and
are of the single lens-moving camera type.

They record an infinite ntunuher of 21) aspects.

U PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES OF THE LEN-

11CULAR SCREEN CONCEPT AND VI-
SUAL PERCEPTION OF 3D LENTICULAR

HARD COPY IMAGES
The modern rnicroienticuhmr screen is �t sand-

wich composed of a lentieuiar shuect and an mu-

age earner (Fig 2), which nornually is an op�tquc

or transparent layer of photographuic nm�tterial.

In some types of lenticular systems, time im-

�tge earner is not �t photographic emulsion hut

is printed separately �tnd is laminated later he-

neath the henticular sheet. This postlamination
creates two prohlenms. The first is that the len-

tictular screen tised during recording may need

�t different pitch th�tn the one thu�tt is lanuimited

to the printed image earner owing to shrinkage

of due original filnu during processing. Time see-

ond involves registration of tue lciuticuhtr sheet

with the printed image carrier in suchu a way

that all lenticuhes are aligned with the zones of

the underlying 21) aspect inuage grids. This

problenu nm�tkes time production process costly

and vulnerable to errors of nuisahignment (25).

In 1974, A. K. W. Lo filed �i p�itent (26) describ-
ing a process that eliminates this prohienu by
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making use of the lenticules dturing photo-

gr-aphuie exposure of the image carrier; thus, the

registration is automatic�uhl)’ correct as long -as

each 21) �ispcct is projected in the sanue direc-

tion as it is to he viewed later on. An addition-al

adv�tntage of this techuuuique is that the lenti-

eules c-an he mtuch narrower �tnd thus become

almost invisible to the observer.

The stereoscopic principle of the lenticular

system is illustrated in Figure 3.

To explain the lenticuhmr principle in more
detail, let tus look at the optics of a single lenti-

ctule (Fig 4) with a width of s. We subdivide the

area of the inuage carrier underneath this lenti-
cule into �z adjacent zones in the shape of very

thin stripes, each with a width ofs/n. This pro-

cess is then repeated for -all of the lenticules.

We call the combination of all zones with the

same zone number an ‘ image grid. “ In this fash-
ion, n different inuage grids (representing n 2D
aspects) are recorded on the image carrier (Fig

5).
When one looks at the lenticular screen from

a given direction, the light that reaches one eye
originates from only one of the n image grids.

This means that the observer’s eves see differ-

ent image grids, thus forming a stereo pair.
Since time set of 2D aspects assigned to time ii

image grids forms a coherent set of views that

are recorded at small viewing direction mere-
ments, the orientation in space of the lenticular

screen for viewing is not extrenuely critical as
long as the screen is nuore on less perpendicular

to the viewing direction. Furthermore, it is not

necessary tiut the two eyes see 2D aspects that

are recorded in adjacent image grids (zone
numbers differ by one); rather, they ma)’ See 2D

aspects that are recorded in image grids with,

for exampie, zone numbers 1 and 5. Slight rota-

Figure 5. I)iagr�tnm shows time relatiouusimip he-

tween time l)iXels iii time different 2i) aspects of time

p 3D scene -and time corresponding pixels on the

photographic cmtuision of time ieumtietuhtn hi�trd

cop)’. For reasons of sinmphieity, we chose a matrix

size (4 x 4) for time 21) �tspeet that is cqu�ti to the

number of lentictules (fotur). This nme�tns tlm�tt the

lentietile width (s) is cqtLtl to time pixel size (p). In

this exanmpie, the ntinmher of 21) aspects (n) is

seven. Time top digit iumeach inmagc carrier clcnmcnt

is the 21) -aspect uutunmher (zone number), time

middle digit is time pixcl-cohunmn imumbcn within

the 2D aspect matrix, and time hottonm digit is the

pixel-row ntunmhcr. Pixci-coitunmns with time same

eolunmn ntunmher in the different 21) aspects are

grouped tinder �i single lenticuhe.

tion of the leuuticulan sheet will nuake the 21) as-

pects recorded in im�ige grids witim zone num-
hers 2 and 6 �tnd then 3 �tnd 7 visible to time two

eyes.

For opaque prints obtained with time nmicro-
lenticular process (Fig 6 [see p-age 400AJ), �t

special titanium backing is used that is perme-

able to the photochenuicals, so that it is not

necessary to mount the op�iqtue hacking later in

the production process. This discovery led to

automated printing and, since the earl)’ l980s,

to large-scale commercialization of the micro-

henticular screen technique in use today.

In producing the sample image inserted in
this issue (Fig 6), the lenses had -an s of 0. 1 mm

and n was five: thus, the zones tinder each hen-

ticule were only 20 �tm wide. Thuis is why the
term inicrolenticular screen is preferred for

this system. Because the microlenticular screen

limits n to a maximum of seven, we call this
system a limited-angle system, since it will crc-

ate a 3D impression of a scene in only one basic

direction; this means that the observer should

not move his or her head, but it is not disturb-

ing if hue or she does. This limitation makes it

impossible to produce a dynamic rotating se-

quence by rolling the lenticular image from left
to right. Such a sequence is possible if s is on

the order of 1 .5 mm, which allows n to in-

crease to about 100, but this combination is as-

sociated with a thick lenticukir sheet that could

be called a “ macrolenticular system.”
The imaged 3D scene can also be a represen-

tation in a computer’s memory; the 2D aspects
are then simply reconstructions of that scene
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and are norm�uhl)’ referred to as ‘ 31) images” (de-

spite their 21) character). Computer-based 2D

aspects are composed of pixels in an image ma-

tnix. Therefore, when computer-based images

are printed, this matrix must he nuapped onto

the image grid of the lentictuiar screen. In the

layout example shown in Figure 5, time size of

the matrix is the same as that of the image grid,

but the matrix size may also be smaller, prefer-

ably twice as small to prevent undersampling

by the number of -available lenticules, which

was 880 in the case of our s-ample image (Fig 6)

from the Visible Human Male (27). In this man-

ncr, a coherent set of 2D aspects is recorded di-

rectly on filnm or generated and stored in a com-

puter-readable form (graphics interchange for-

mat [(HF], tag image file form�it ITIFFI, Silicon

Graphics Inc ISGII, etc) (28) and then recorded

Ofl film. To generate otir sample image (Fig 6),

segmentation and surface rendering were used

(29) because volume rendering (30) inherently

creates transparency with an �tssociated lack of

stereoscopic effect (9).

. MEDICAL APPUCATIONS OF THE

LENTICULAR SYSTEM
With the establishment of tomogr�tphic imaging

modalities (CT, magnetic resonance [MR] imag-

ing) in the late 1970s, postprocessing tech-

niques were developed to create 31) images

(31), which hu�ive been used clinically over the

past decade (32). However, these 31) images

have been viewed primarily in a 2D fashion like

a normal photogn-aph of a 3D scene. It was

thought that these images still lacked true

depth, especially in the visualization of corn-

plex trauma (33) and vascular disease (34).

Therefore, we supplied surgeons with images

that we generated in a classic stereoscopic fash-

ion (the Brewster teehunique).

Today, however, with the advent of the

modern microhenticular system, it has become

feasible to print these images in the form of

autostereograms (35). Over the past 2 years, we

have done so for seiected 3D images to expose

surgeons and radiologists to this new technol-

ogy. They regard these hard copies as �t great

help in comprehending the spatial relationships

(location, extent, approachabihit�’) between dis-

eased and normal tissue in selected eornphi-

cated cases. The primary reason why this tech-
nique is useful is thu-at it removes time 2D ambi-

gtuity that still remains in the viewing of classic

medical 3D images.

Because of the way we h-ave used this me-

dium (sending the data to a laboratory and re-

ceiving the results 1 week later), it has not yet

been applicable in actual clinical practice. How-

ever, the medical �tpphications of this technol-

ogy have stimulated development of a cost-ef-

fective 3D digital photographic printer that can

be placed in the hospital and thus provide a di-

rect service. This printer takes high-resolution

video images prodtuced from a digital input, reg-

isters them automatically, and prints them in

the correct direction onto the lenticular screen.

This means that constraints of both time and

price have been resolved, and thus lenticular

hard copies will be available in the near future

in a matter of minutes and at a material cost of

less than $2.50 a sheet (27.5 x 27.5 cm), pro-

vided that the volume of images processed per

hospital is large enotigh.

An increase in the volume of images pro-

cessed may well be stimulated by the growing

production of 3D data sets in new medical ap-

phications such as rotational angiography, ultra-

sound, single photon emission CT, scanning

electron microscopy, and confocal microscopy

(36), in addition to the classic applications such

as CT and MR imaging. There are also applica-

tions that have not yet been fully developed,

such as computer design of drugs and laser

scanning (eg, of the surface of a patient’s face

before stirgery to allow computer simulation of

the expected postoperative results). With the

development of binocular microscopes and

endoscopes (37), mntraoperative photographs

for documentation can now also be printed as

microlenticular stereograms. Finally, we believe

this technique will be useful in the future in the

field of publishing for medical and scientific ii-

lustrations.

We have tested the ienticular system in most

of the applications noted above, and our results

have been exciting. Because of the difficulty

and costs of reproducing such images for this

article, we reproduced only one 3D image, an

image of the knee reconstructed from the Vis-

ible Human Male slice data of the National Li-

brary of Medicine. This 31) hard copy (auto-

stereogram) (Fig 6) demonstrates how useful

the lenticular screen technique can be for edu-

catiomil and clinical purposes.

. COMPARISON OF THE LENTICULAR

SYSTEM WITH HOLOGRAPHY

Holography is a special photographic technique

that was introduced by I). G�thor in 1948 (38).

It is usually performed by recording the inter-

ference between a direct parallel laser beam
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and a laser beam that is reflected from time oh-

ject to be photographed. Relatively recently,

holograms have been computer generated. As
evidenced by the cover of the March 1984 issue

of National Geographic, holograms can also be
printed (39). The first computer-generated

medical 3D hologram to be printed was a CT

image of the spine Ofl the cover of the Novem-

ben 1 987 issue of Diagnostic Imaging (40).

Although many different types of holograms

are possible, such as the cyhmndric or multiplex

hologram (41), the)’ have in common the ability’

to be viewed over �t fairly wide angle. This is

not the case with the microlenticuhar system,

for which the viewing direction must be more

or less perpendicular to the plane of the len-

ticular screen. Another advantage of hologra-

phy is its greater stereoscopic fidelity. How-

ever, holography requires special lighting

whereas lenticular systems do not. One of the

most significant advantages of lenticular screen
images over holograms is that a lenticular

screen image can he painted in bright true col-

orS (Fig 6). A hologranm has either one specific

color throughout (monochromatic) or multiple

colors (those of the rainbow spectrum), which

change as the hologram is tipped forward or

backward. However, it is possible to tuse differ-

ent parts of the visible spectrum for different

parts of the image. Technically, it is also pos-

sible to make a full-color hologram, but this re-

quires a red, green, and blue laser and the qtial-

ity at the moment is still marginal.

Recently, a system for medical holography

has been developed (42). The black-and-white

films are transparent and are placed on special

light boxes. Placing �t small transparent projec-

tion screen in front of this type of hologram
makes it possible to show a cross-sectional

plane that can be moved forward or backward

by the observer (43). Another viewing possihii-

ity is realized if one turns the film over and puts

it back on the light box, thus reversing the

viewing direction (eg, from anteroposterior to

posteroanterior). Also, multinuodahity matching

is possible by placing two films on top of each

other, since the imaged objects remain transpar-

ent, although this inherent transparency im-

pairs the stereoscopic effect, as mentioned

above. Future extension of the use of lentictular

screens in liquid crystai display (LCD) screens

(44) and projection screens is not feasible for

holography (45). With the advent of modern

computer-assisted mantifacturing techniques, it

is becoming easier to manufacture microlenti-

cular arrays. This should stimulate increasing

use of this technology (46).

U CONCLUSIONS
Time microlenticular serecum tcchuniqtic is aim cx-

cellent and cost-effective way to present eonm-
phex 31) fi.uhI-coior morphologic infou-nmationm to

chinici�mns, especiahl)’ in sittiations iii wimiehi 31)

workstations are not available and time tuse of

special glasses or a viewing device is hot dc-

sired (eg, the operating roonu). Time leumtictilar

technique overcomes time linmited colon capahil-

ity and specialized lighting requirements of’ ho-

lography. The devclopnmcnt of a cost-effective

31) digital printer will nmake time microlcumticuhar

system viable for eiiuuical ummcthie�tl appiieatioums.
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a 3D rec#{246}nstruetiOuu”of The
�,- � &U�_�_ #{182}��- �

� i�ts�bleHuman� Pr�j�#{231}t
(27). The reconstruction was performed with the original tissue

colors and shows the bones of the knee in relation to the mus-
des and superfIcial blood vessels. The ligaments are not shown.

Best results are obtained when the image is viewed at a distance

of approximately 50 cm in a viewing direction that is perpen-

dicular to the henticular sheet.




